Oldingham Cats And Dogs Home
Caring For Lost & Sick Animals

You Can Play An Important Part In
Protecting Vulnerable Animals
Dear Pet Owner,

Sandy, a playful, lovable dog, was kicked, shouted at and eventually thrown out by her previous
owner. Abused and abandoned, Sandy spent some time on the city streets, before being picked up
by one of the caring staff from the Oldingham Cat's and Dog's Home. Since then she has been
nursed back to health and given some much needed love and attention by our volunteers. Sandy is
now awaiting the arrival of her brand new owners.

The Existence Of The Oldingham Shelter Depends On You ...

Sandy and the other animals at the Oldingham Cat's and Dog's Home would have suffered a far
worse fate if it hadn't been for the charitable donations given by people like you.
Even small donations can make a big difference when it comes to the well-being of a vulnerable
animal. And the more people that can spare just a small proportion of their earnings the better.

Can you imagine how you would react if your own cat or dog went missing? You might fear the
worst. It would be such a relief to receive a call from the team at Oldingham, revealing that your
beloved pet was actually being safely looked after. By giving a small donation you can ensure that

miracles like this happen.

Just £20 per month is enough to keep one of the animals at Oldingham fed and watered. Any extra
money that you donate will be put towards our rehoming service, so that Sandy and her friends can
look forward to happier lives with new owners. The Oldingham Cats and Dogs Home costs
£150,000 per year to run, and without your help we'll have no option but to close our doors to the
hundreds of animals currently in our care.

We are hoping to expand the shelter, and employ an expert team of veterinarians over the coming
months and years. We also intend on creating a media campaign to raise awareness of the plight
faced by lost and sick animals all over the country. Unfortunately none of this will be achieved
without your help!

Giving Animals A Chance

Tomorrow is set to be one of the happiest days in Sandy's life. She's going to be picked up by a
young family, who can give her the special individual attention that she deserves. The horrible
memories of pain inflicted by her previous owner will completely vanish as she's given the
opportunity to enjoy doggy games and curl up in a nice warm bed at night.

If, like us, you're keen for more animals to be rehomed with caring owners then all you have to do
is donate a small sum to Oldingham Cats and Dogs Home. Our animals will be eternally grateful for
every last penny that you choose to give!

Yours sincerely,

Mike Blatch
Managing Director

P.S. The team at Oldingham promise to send out regular emails and letter informing you of the
excellent use that's been made of any charitable donations.

